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Your smartphone has already transformed the way you live, travel and exercise. 
Now take it to the next level with these 16 accessories that really work. 

WORDS NICK DALL  PICTURES JAMES GARAGHTY

1  OtterbOx Symmetry 
The Symmetry is a one-piece case 
with a rubber interior and a hard 
plastic outer. The phone it protects 
fits snugly inside, and the button 
covers all worked perfectly for me. 

Although it offers no screen 
protection, the raised bezel 
around the edge should prevent 
most scratches. If you’re still 
worried about your screen, get 
your local cellphone shop to fit a 
tempered-glass screen protector 
(R100 – R250). 

This is an excellent general case 
for the outdoor-minded.
Availability: iPhone 5 and above; 
Samsung Galaxy S5 and above; 

Samsung Galaxy Note 4 and LG G3.
About R350 at retailers like 
Cameraland and Vodacom stores, 
and  takealot.com   

2  thule AtmOS x4 
This case is only available for 
iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, so I got my 
high-rolling brother-in-law to test  
it. He says he would buy the case  
in a heartbeat and here’s why: 
It’s not bulky, it looks good and it 
provides protection for the back of 
the phone and the screen. Indeed, 
the StratoShield screen protector  
is five times stronger than the 
screen alone and it also apparently  
reduces glare and fingerprints. 

We drop-tested the case to 
2 m as specified by Thule and all 
the buttons continued to work 
perfectly. When you consider the 
value of the phone it protects, the 
Atmos X4 is cheap at the price. 
Availability: iPhone 6 and 6 Plus.
R1 000 at Thule partner stores 
nationwide;  thule.com/en/za

3  lifeprOOf frē
The cases made by California 
company Lifeproof mean business: 
whatever model you choose has 
four different kinds of “proof”: 
waterproof, dirtproof, shockproof 
and snowproof. According to the 
box, you can leave your phone  

2 m under water for half an hour, or 
drop it from 2 m.

Other waterproof cases are  
so bulky you’d only ever use them  
if you were planning on doing 
some kind of watery activity, but 
this one is different: It fits easily 
into your pocket or handbag 
and provides protection against 
unforeseen accidents. 

The case is covered by a two-
year warranty. 
Availability: iPhone 5s and above; 
Samsung Galaxy S6.
R1 000 – R1 300 depending on  
the phone, at retailers like Camera-
land and Vodacom stores, and  

 takealot.com
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4  Nite ize ActiON ArmbANd
It might look and feel like a blood 
pressure cuff, but millions of 
runners swear by this armband. 

Simply pop the phone into its 
slot and strap the armband around 
a bicep of your choice. If you want 
to listen to music, thread your 
headphones cord through the hole 
at the top or bottom of the case and 
wrap any loose cordage around the 
Curvyman cord supervisor. 

The thick plastic window didn’t 
reduce the functionality of the 
touch screen. A simple, affordable 
product that does its job well.
R265 at leading retailers, or direct 
from  awesometools.co.za

5  JOby GriptiGht 
AutO VeNt clip
If you do “normal” driving there’s no 
need to fork out loads of cash on a 
complicated cellphone mount for 
inside your car. 

This compact mount from tripod 
manufacturers Joby did the trick for 
me. One side clips into an air vent 
(be careful not to push it in too far 
and never use the heater with your 
phone attached), the other clamps 
firmly around your phone, which 
can be held vertically, horizontally 
or slanted to either side. The mount 
comes in two sizes – measure your 
phone before you buy.
R300 at  takealot.com

6  Nite ize clip cASe cArGO
This belt-mountable holster for 
your phone is made from durable 
ballistic polypropylene and can be 
locked in eight different positions: 
vertical, horizontal or whatever 
other angle you prefer. 

It’s got a fully enclosed bottom, 
and a top flap with a snappy 
magnetic closure so it offers all-
round protection for your phone. 
There’s space in the case for credit 
cards and cash and there’s a nifty 
storage spot for your wireless 
headset. A great option for people 
who work and play outside.
R325 at leading retailers, or direct 
from  awesometools.co.za 

7  Nite ize hANdlebANd
Sometimes the simplest idea is the 
best. This super strong silicone band 
with an aluminium base can fit just 
about any round bar on a bike, pram 
or shopping trolley, and because 
the silicone is so stretchy it’s also 
compatible with most smartphones 
– with or without a cover. It’s  
easy to mount and remove and it 
offers you full access to all of your 
phone’s controls. 

Still not convinced? The alu-
minium base doubles as a bottle 
opener – just don’t drink and ride.
R515 at leading retailers, or direct 
from  awesometools.co.za
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The removable 
phone clamp uses 
a ¼" screw thread, 

which is compatible 
with most camera 

tripods. Clever! 
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8  red-e 6000mAh  
pOwerbANk
Portable power packs are every-
where these days. Red-E is one 
of the most trusted names in the 
business and this particular model 
is the only one I’ve encountered 
that has built-in USB and Apple 
Lightning charger cables. 

The 6000mAh capacity is 
enough for about 2,5 full charges  
of your phone. And it comes with  
a lifetime guarantee.
R600 at Cape Union Mart

9  rAm x-Grip cellphONe 
crAdle with SuctiON mOuNt
American brand RAM Mounts is 

most famous for this universal 
cradle that pinches your phone  
in its X-shaped claws. The X-Grip 
can take a wide range of phones 
and it’s extremely secure – just 
what you need for off-roading  
at Potjiespram or ski-boating  
at Sodwana. 

The set-up we tested had 
a suction cup that stuck to my 
windscreen like a limpet, a short 
A-arm (a longer arm is available  
for vehicles where the windscreen 
is further away) and a smartphone-
sized X-Grip. 

RAM makes mounts, arms and 
cradles for just about any device 
or application you can dream up. 

The mounts are not cheap, but 
they’re made from a combination 
of stainless steel, aircraft-grade 
aluminium, rubber and composite 
plastic, and every component 
carries a lifetime guarantee. You’ll 
only ever have to buy one RAM 
Mount, so do it now, before the 
Rand gets even weaker!
About R1 215 for the whole set-up, 
at retailers like Safari Centre and 
NavWorld;  ram-mounts.co.za

10  pOwertrAVeller SOlAr-
mONkey expeditiON
Most solar chargers are so slow 
you’d be better off sending your 
SOS with a carrier pigeon than 

waiting for the sun to resuscitate  
your smartphone. 

This one is different, thanks 
to its two impressive 10 x 16 cm 
panels that deliver 1A of power 
at 5V. In other words, it will fully 
charge your phone in three or four 
hours, provided the sun is out.

It doesn’t have a built-in  
battery to store all that solar 
energy (which is a problem if  
your phone cuts out at 3 am), but 
you can buy any external battery 
from the PowerTraveller range. It 
also works with any power pack 
with a micro USB port, like the 
RED-E PowerBank. 
R2 000 at  takealot.com
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Don’t leave your  
phone in the sun while  

you’re charging it, as it will 
almost certainly overheat. 
The cable is frustratingly 
short, so you’ll have to 

be creative to find shade. 
Putting your phone in a shoe 

works quite well!
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11  lANG-Arm Selfie Stick 
Love them or hate them, selfie 
sticks are here to stay. This one 
has a lot going for it: It’s cheap, it 
has a mount for your smartphone 
(duh), and it also has a standard 
tripod screw so you can use it with a 
point-and-shoot camera. (Measure 
your phone before you buy as the 
mount comes in two sizes: 6,5 cm 
and 8,5 cm.) The telescopic pole is 
a dinky 18 cm in storage mode and 
extends to 50 cm. 

Unlike more expensive selfie 
sticks, it doesn’t have a cable or 

a Bluetooth connection to allow 
you to control your camera from 
a distance. Download a free app 
called CamMe (  pointgrab.com/
camme), which allows you to 
control the camera by opening  
and closing your hand. I tried it –  
it works!
About R150 at Sportsmans 
Warehouse and  actiongear.co.za

12  JASper eAleS  
Amped SpeAker
It doesn’t get more old school than 
this. Handmade from African kiaat 

and birch plywood, this device uses 
the principle of amplification to 
significantly increase the volume of 
your smartphone speaker. There are 
no delicate electronic components 
or annoying cables to worry about, 
and it looks great, too. It’s also 
versatile: The slot will accommodate 
any phone smaller than 72 mm wide 
and 9 mm thick.
R425 at  jasperealesoriginal.com

13  mANfrOttO pixi SmArt 
This 215 g, 18 cm tyke from one  
of the best tripod manufacturers 

in the world is made from  
stainless steel and a super  
strong material called “Adapto”.  
It has a swivelling head with  
a ¼" screw thread for regular 
cameras, and an easy-to-use 
clamp that will fit just about  
any smartphone. 

In addition to its core function 
as a tripod, it can also be used as 
a (fairly stubby) selfie stick, or as 
a comfortable and steady grip for 
shooting video. 
R695 at specialist camera shops  
like  ormsdirect.co.za

 SPEAKERS  
 & CAMERA  
ACCESSORIES

You can also use this tripod 
with a camera, not just a 

smartphone. It’s great for setting 
up shots on a car bonnet or 

an uneven rock. Bear in mind 
that it’s not designed to hold 

anything bigger than an entry-
level D-SLR with a smallish lens 

(max weight 1 kg).  
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14  zOweetek Selfie rObOt
Why be limited by a selfie stick? 
This little guy will hold your phone 
and take a photo of you from a 
distance. There’s a ¼" screw thread 
underneath, so you can also mount 
him on any tripod. 

The Bluetooth remote allows 
you to rotate your phone a full 360° 
and switch between photo and 
video. Once you’ve clicked “take”, 
watch the countdown timer and 
make sure you’re smiling at the  
right time. 

I was sceptical of this product, 

but I actually had a lot of fun using  
it at a family braai and ended up 
with some great group shots that  
I would never have achieved in the 
conventional fashion.
R850 at  digicape.co.za 

15  mANfrOttO klyp+ deluxe 
phOtO kit
This fancy set is only for serious 
iPhoneographers. It comprises 
two lenses (a 3x telephoto and a 
fisheye), a powerful rechargeable 
LED flash and the Klyp case, which 
does more than just protect your 

phone. Without the case, all the 
other stuff would be redundant as 
the lenses screw directly into the 
case and the LED flash slides onto 
whichever side you prefer. 

The lenses are proper glass 
jobbies and won’t reduce the 
image quality of your photos. The 
225-lumen flash is a real boon 
when the light is dim, and if you 
want to shoot video at night.

The kit I tested is for the iPhone 
6 Plus; there’s also a three-lens kit 
for an iPhone 5 (about R2 000). 
R1 500 at specialist camera shops 

like  ormsdirect.co.za, and  
 takealot.com

16  OutdOOr tech turtle 
Shell 2.0
This “rugged wireless boom box” 
can be cranked up to 96dB and 
connects via Bluetooth to any 
device within 10 m. It’s about the 
same size as a can of beans, the 
battery should last about 16 hours 
and it has a 3,5 mm audio port, in 
case you’re still rocking a Walkman. 
It’s also waterproof and tough.
R1 600 at  takealot.com
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